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Pruning
The range of pruning tools available to the professional and recreational user is vast,
comprising one handed shears as well as loppers, saws, knives and many more cutting tools.
At Cape Agricultural Products we supply only high quality products, used around the
world by professional users.

ARS Pruning Tools
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Bahco Pruning tools
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C.A.P Pruning tools

Felco Pruning Tools
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Cape Agricultural Products is the sole
importer of ARS pruning tools into
South Africa. Manufactured in Japan,
this range of tools includes folding
pruning saws as well as pruning shears
that have excellent quality cutting
blades.

The range of pruning tools offered
by Bahco [previously Sandvik], is
extensive, satisfying the demands
of professional users, discerning
gardeners as well as arborists,
landscapers and forestry personnel.

C.A.P. has sourced internationally
good quality, value for money pruning
and nursery equipment that we
recommend with confidence.

Felco Pruning shears are respected
worldwide and are regarded by
many as the best pruning shears
available today. Still manufactured in
Switzerland to the highest standards

Pruning products

Since its beginnings in 1876, ARS has employed state-of-the-art technology as well as
equipment developed in-house, in order to produce the highest quality pruning saws
and shears possible. Naturally the saws do their job of cutting, very well and due to
their light weight and new, ergonomic design they are easy to use.
Try one of the ARS products today, you will be thankful you did!
Steel Quality
“The good cutting edge” is from “The good quality steel”
Thermal Treatment
“The Tenacity” and “The Hardness” is the key factor of cutting edges.
Grinding
In order to produce the reliable products, ARS has been doing from the research of
the own production process to the development of its own machine on all the products.
Design
ARS new design features ergonomic, economic and durability.

SPARE PARTs AVAILABLE FOR ALL ARS PRODUCTS
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ARS Folding Saws
Taper ground ARS teeth are honed to a precise knife-edge sharpness. The unique patented blade produces remarkably clean
cuts. Precision ground teeth have a razor edge and the fast easy pulling action requires far less effort than conventional saws.
Hard-chrome is applied for an extra tough, rust resistant and wipe-clean blade. Impule hardening adds greater durability to the
already high standard saw blades.

210-DX
Type

Straight blade

Overall length

350mm

Blade length

150mm

Tooth thickness 1.2mm
Spare blade item code : 211

Tooth pitch

4.0mm

Weight

140g

Type

Straight blade

Overall length

383mm

Blade length

170mm

Z-17

Tooth thickness 1.2mm
Spare blade item code : G-17-1

Tooth pitch

4.0mm

Weight

175g

Type

Curved blade

Overall length

410mm

Blade length

180mm

GR-18L

Tooth thickness 1.2mm
Spare blade item code : 18R-1

Tooth pitch

3.5mm

Weight

165g

Type

Curved blade

Overall length

220mm

Blade length

90mm

1K-10

Tooth thickness 0.6mm
No spares available.
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Tooth pitch

3.5mm

Weight

35g

Pruning products

ARS Fixed Blade Saws
Quality features:
Blade
The impulse hardening enhances the durability of the already high standard saw blade.
Belt clip
Simple belt clip adjustments ensure the sheath is suitable for both right and left handed users.
Guiding roller
A roller is fixed at the plastic sheath opening which enables the smooth insertion/removal of the saw without damage.
Grip
The rubber coating on the ergonomically-designed grip ensures even greater ease in handling.

UV-32E

Spare blade item code : UV-32-E1

Type

Curved blade

Overall length

500mm

Blade length

320mm

Tooth thickness

1.2mm

Tooth pitch

4.0mm

Weight

420g

Type

Straight blade

Overall length

437mm

Blade length

270mm

Tooth thickness

1.3mm

Tooth pitch

3.5mm

Weight

200g

TL-27

Spare blade item code : TL-27-1

9F-10 Feather edge file
This enables the blades to last longer through proper maintanance.
This helps to reduce replacement costs.
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ARS Pruning Shears

The single-handed “squeeze-open” system is simple, convenient and easy to use. All the user needs to do is press the handles
together and the spring-loaded locking catch will open up, allowing you to begin pruning. The catch will then stay open as long
as you are busy.
Easy blade replacement system. Allows simple blade replacement with the combination of bolt/nut and screw retainer
mechanism.

VS range
The ergonomically shaped handles are die-cast aluminium for extra
strength and the non-slip grip makes it easier to control the pruner
during intensive pruning.
The polyurethane cushions on both handles, together with the
quality spring, ensure that the user’s hand, wrist and forearm are not
placed under excessive stress, leading to injury, during the pruning
season.

All spares are available individually to maintain the shears.

Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

VS-7XZ

180mm

212g

19mm

VS-8XZ

200mm

220g

22mm

VS-9XZ

227mm

257g

25mm

CB-8
The CB-8 pruner from ARS is a very effective pruner with exceptionally
sharp blades - even thicker branches or vines can be cut using these
shears.
The design of the shear allows the blade to open wide, with a relatively small grip opening. The upper handle of the shear is rubber
coated to fit comfortably into the palm of the hand, eliminating
fatigue. Most pruning jobs in vineyards, nurseries and landscaping are
handled with ease with the CB-8.

Spares are available to maintain the shears.
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Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

CB-8

205mm

210gram

22mm

Pruning products
130-DX
The hard chrome plated blades are precision ground to ensure
smooth, clean and easy cutting. Due to the hardening process
the blades last longer and withstand rust. The anatomically
shaped handles, together with the angled cutting head make it
easier to get into narrow spaces for precision pruning.
*** Ideal for use in nurseries and for making cuttings ***
Green

Pink

White

Violet

Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

130DX

195mm

160g

22mm

Also available in:

Holster for shears
This leather holster from ARS is ideally suited to hold any one of the
ARS pruning shears above, as well as other pruning shears you may
already have.
Made from high quality leather, the design of the holster means it can
be used in one of 2 ways - either with a belt through the loops, or by
using the metal clip to clip onto a belt.

Long reach pruners

160 Range - cut & hold
Ideal for harvesting cut flowers that have long delicate stems that you
would not like to damage [lilies are a good example]

Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

160-0.6

600mm

395g

10mm

160-1.8

1800mm

690g

10mm

160-2.4

2400mm

890g

10mm

The cutting head has an integrated “cut and hold” grip to hold flowers
or branches that have been cut off, for easy removal from the plant.
The rotating arm enables the user to make cuts from any angle.
Super lightweight design, but still incredibly strong.
The tools are lightweight so less strain on the user’s arms.
1.8m and 2.4 m lengths are ideal for tall tree and plants.

Telescopic long reach pruner
180 - zf

Model

Length
min

Length
max

Weight

Cutting Ø

180ZF-3.0-5

1760mm

3010mm

1185g

20mm

The 180-ZF is a telescopic, aluminium, long reach pruner. The blades
are carbon hardened and hard chrome plated.
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ARS Loppers
1. The shape and the sharpness of the
blades have been improved for greater
cutting performance.
2. Lightweight and durable heavy-duty
tubular aluminium handles.

3

2

3. Ergonomically designed grip for
comfortablehandling with minimum fatigue.
4. Improved heavy duty shock absorber
reduces the cutting force and permits easier
handling.

4

1

LPB-30M
The LPB-30M professional bypass lopper from ARS has recently been
improved for greater cutting performance. The tubular aluminium
handles are lightweight and durable, yet are able to be used in heavy
duty applications.

Spare parts available

Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

LPB-30M

630mm

1020g

36mm

LPA-30L
The LPA-30L anvil lopper from ARS features an anvil head and cutting
blade that is very effective for thicker branches. The blades are drop
forged for extra strength, and the the lopper is ergonomically designed
and engineered to ensure greater cutting power, with the extra lever
action assisting the user. The strong, yet lightweight aluminum handles
ensure an excellent weight to power ratio.

Spare parts available

Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

LPA-30L

806mm

1130g

45mm

Long reach powerful pruner
185 - 1.8

Cantilever mechanism makes it easier to cut thick tree limbs.
You can easily rotate the head by 180 degrees to reach the branches
you want to cut.
Spare parts available
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Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

185-1.8

1800mm

1690g

45mm

Pruning products

ARS Pole Saws

Cape Agricultural Products recently introduced one model of the ARS pole saws and poles to the South African market. These pole saws and
poles are exceptional quality and have been very well received by landscapers, farmers, and arborists.
Spare parts available.

UV-47
Type

Curved blade

Overall length

670mm

Blade length

470mm

Tooth thickness

1.6mm

Tooth pitch

4.5mm

Weight

500g

EXP - 3.3

The UV-47 pole saw is a very effective pole saw, with a large blade for
use in landscaping, forestry and general arborist applications.

EXP - 5.5

The blade has a hooked tip, which is useful for removing branches and
twigs from the canopy of trees and plants.
A bark cutter is standard, this prevents peeling of the bark below the cut
and also helps with the removal of twigs and creepers.

Model

Length
min

Length
max

Weight

EWX-1.8

1200mm

1800mm

935g

EWX-2.7

1800mm

2700mm

1185g

Sockets also available:

This saw can be mounted on the 3-section ARS telescopic poles.

Cross section

The “oval/square” tube design of the ARS poles ensures less flexibility
when being used. The saw is attached with a simple, effective system of
spring loaded push buttons.
Extending the telescopic pole is very easy and it is kept in place with the
use of push buttons and locking levers. This also means the pole can
be fixed at any length you require.

JG-1

JG-3

exw pole saw
Type

Straight blade

Blade length

300mm

Tooth thickness

1.2mm

Tooth pitch

4.0mm

Weight

102g

Extendable professional telescopic pole saw, equiped with turbocut
blade. Telescopic pole is made of a light weight, aluminium and is
provided with a comfortable non-slip grip. Very strong and stable due
to its design. The blade is from a hard, chrome-plated metal which is
rust resistant.
Model

Length
min

Length
max

Weight

EWX-1.8

1200mm

1800mm

935g

EWX-2.7

1800mm

2700mm

1185g
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Bahco manufactures and offers high quality pruning and cutting solutions for professionals working in
vineyards, orchards, landscaping, arboriculture and forestry. During the development of tools, engineers
work closely together with professional end-users. Over the years, this approach has led to important design
features making the task easier and offering the best possible solution for each different task.
This had led to important design features that make Bahco pruning and cutting tools the first choice of
professional users all over the world. Bahco tools are comfortable, efficient, long lasting and a pleasure to
use. All Bahco products guarantee the user a clean cut with maximum efficiency.
GREEN INDUSTRIES
Viticulture and Horticulture
Bahco secateurs, with their various designs are made to make the job of pruning easier and more efficient.
Use loppers or pruning saws for thicker and harder wood. Pole saws reduce the effort required when working
on tall trees. Bahco pruning tools are the best choice for repetitive work, combining ergonomics with
performance, whilst ensuring a clean, perfect cut.
Arboriculture
When working from the ground or using ropes and harness techniques, good tools is an absolute musthave. Bahco pole saws and top pruners help to cut off high branches and overgrown trees and also enable
overhead trimming without the need of a ladder.
Landscaping
There is a broad range of tools for planting, plant care, trimming, precision or rough pruning and greening
to keep green spaces and private gardens in perfect shape. Bahco Super Light hedge shears are extremely
strong and comfortable to use.
Forestry
From axes to debarking and logging tools and chain saw files, Bahco offers an assortment adapted to manual
forestry work and wood handling.
In the Bahco range there are different types of secateurs available, for 3 main reasons:
•Professional use - The main reason Bahco has various types of pruning shears is because the secateurs are
designed for use by people who make between 5000 and 12000 cuts per day. In this type of work environment,
a small improvement in tool efficiency can save the user a lot of hand strain and fatigue.
•Customer Preference - Another major reason there are various types of Bahco pruning shears is simply
customer preference.
•Bahco bypass pruning shears are all designed and manufactured with the slicing cut action which gives you,
the user, the following benefits:
- Less cutting force needed
- Less damage to your plants
- Less wear = longer tool life
- Less broken blades
- Less broken blades
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Bahco Pruning Shears
P1 - Ergonomic Shear
Designed for pruning vineyards, orchards and ornamental plants.
Blades have slicing cut and precision grinding for high performance.
Handles are made of composite material in a comfortable shape.
Push-button locking device.

Spare parts available

Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

P1-20

200mm

225g

20mm

P1-23

220mm

255g

30mm

P126 - Pruning shear
Traditional pruning shear with robust design for general purpose.
Handles mad eof stamped and pressed steel.
Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

P126-22-F

220mm

310g

20mm

Blade is NOT replaceable

P138 - anvil cut shear
Anvil shear for cutting mature and dry wood.
Stamped and double bevelled blade.
Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

P138-22-F

220mm

275g

20mm

Spare parts available

P64-20 cut & hold shear
Light shear with handles made of composite material for picking
roses, especially designed for cut flower production.
A special device on the blade holds on to the stem once cut

Spare parts available

Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

P64-20

210mm

210g

12mm
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Bahco Loppers

Bahco has an extensive range of bypass loppers, all with different features and benefits, ranging from one of the smallest, lightest loppers you
can find, right up to the P19-80 lopper, which is in a class of it’s own. Listed below are various loppers that Cape Agricultural Products supplies
to markets in South Africa and neighbouring countries :
As with all high quality tools, the Bahco range of loppers has a full spare parts program, enabling you to extend the life of the tool by replacing
worn and broken parts such as blades, counterblades, buffers and all bolts and nuts.

P114 series

Spare parts available

Professional blade material and grinding for highest performance
Narrow cutting head for easy access and quick, precise cuts
Short to medium length handles
Lightweight aluminium handles
Rubber shock absorbers for less fatigue and increased comfort
Less fatigue with properly balanced design
Easier access in confined spaces with the narrow cutting head
Centre bolt locking system prevents blade loosening
Light lopper designed for pruning soft and green wood mainly in
vineyards and orchards
Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

P114-SL-40

400mm

630g

30mm

P114-SL-50

500mm

682g

30mm

P16-60
Very robust, forged counter blade
Strongly curved blade with slicing cut for quick and powerful cuts
Comfortable to use with soft rubber buffers to prevent fatigue
For pruning and training grapevines and fruit trees
Comfortable robust steel handle
Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

P16-60-F

600mm

1025g

30mm

Spare parts available

P160 Series
Slim, narrow blade combined with hooked counter blade for a powerful
but smooth and easy cut
Forged counter blade to stand the stress of intensive use
Light aluminium handles with long reach for overhead cutting
Rubber shock absorbers for less fatigue and increased comfort
Less fatigue with properly balanced design
Specially designed orchard lopper, also recommended for landscaping
Spare parts available
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Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

P160-SL-60

600mm

960g

45mm

P160-SL-75

750mm

1090g

45mm

Pruning products
P280
Fully-hardened steel blades with Xylan® coating for less friction
Cutting head with sliding lever action for 40% more force and a large
cutting capacity of 40 mm
Lightweight aluminium handles for long reach
Rubber shock absorbers for less fatigue and increased comfort
Heavy-duty bypass lopper with lever action
Easy cutting 40% power gain from the lever action sliding mechanism
Heavy-duty Xylan® anti-friction coated blade for easier penetration
through the wood
Spare parts available

Model

Length

P280-Sl-80 800mm

Weight

Cutting Ø

1318g

40mm

P180-70
Cutting head with fully-hardened blade for powerful cuts and smooth
finish
Long reach, also for overhead cutting
Aluminium tube handles for easy handling
Very comfortable to use due to integrated shock absorbing rubber
buffers between the handles
Spring clip central bolt locking system
Heavy-duty blade for a powerful cut
Heavy-duty bypass lopper for cutting very thick and strong branches on
mature trees and vines
Spare parts available

P19-80

Spare parts available

Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

P180-70

800mm

1500g

50mm

Cutting head with fully-hardened blade for powerful cuts and smooth
finish
Long reach, also for overhead cutting
Aluminium tube handles for easy handling
Rubber shock absorbers for less fatigue and increased comfort
Spring clip central bolt locking system
Less fatigue with properly balanced design
Heavy-duty blade for a powerful cut
Heavy-duty bypass lopper for cutting very thick and strong branches on
mature trees and vines
Model

Length

Weight

Cutting Ø

P19-80-F

800mm

1790g

50mm
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Bahco Top Pruners
The Bahco Top Pruner was invented in France way back in 1934 and has become the industry standard top pruner offering superior cutting
performance and strength. It was developed to cover the requirement of a tool to prune trees above normal working height without carrying a
ladder around.
Used together with a telescopic extension pole [see below] it is possible to cut branches at a height of up to 6m.
Bahco top pruners are bypass tree secateurs with stamped and fully hardened blades which are precision ground and have a double-bevelled
edge. The first bevel ensures easy cutting and the second bevel gives more strength to the blade, makes it stay sharp longer and also offers the
possibility to resharpen the blade many times.

P34-37 Top Pruner

With double-bevelled blade
Stamped, fully-hardened counter blade
Sap groove to prevent blade from sticking
Triple lever action to reduce the amount of effort required
A pruning saw blade can be mounted on this top pruner
Safer and easier cutting at height without a ladder when used with
extension pole
Long-lasting sharpness and clean cutting with less friction thanks to
special blade grinding process
Less effort required due to the triple pulley mechanism
Attaches with an adjustable clamp to poles of 25 mm up to 35 mm
Can be used with adaptor ASP-ATP on ASP- and ATP poles
Supplied with a 5 m rope with plastic toggle/handle

Spare parts available

P34-27A Top Pruner
Lightweight top pruner
Stamped, fully-hardened counter blade with sap groove to prevent
sticking
Double lever action
Steel clamp secured with screws
Fits Ø25 mm poles
Supplied with 5m rope with plastic toggle/handle
Safer and easier cutting at height without a ladder when used with
extension pole
Long-lasting sharpness and clean cutting with less friction thanks to
special blade grinding process
Less sticking from the counter blade sap groove
Can be used with adaptor ASP-ATP on ASP- and ATP poles
Spare parts available
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Bahco Pole Saws
Bahco has manufactured saws for more than 130 years, and all Bahco pruning saws are manufactured in the world’s largest handsaw factory in
Sweden.
This history, together with continuous development work in conjunction with professional users, ensures that you will be satisfied with the
performance of the Bahco saw you choose.
Cape Agricultural Products imports and distributes Bahco pole saws for the South African market.
The models listed below will satisfy a range of users - from the gardener looking for a high quality product, to the landscaper and arborist wanting professional tools that will make their job a pleasure.
The benefits of using pole saws include :
Access to branches that are out of reach.
No need to have a ladder with you.
Easy to use.
Time Saving - Eliminate climbing into trees.
Mobility - The user can move around freely.

Functions of a good saw tooth
Bahco pruning saws feature precision ground teeth, which give the saw blade the correct surface for the 3 functions of a good saw tooth :
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385-6T and 386-6T
For easy reach of higher branches when fitted to Ø25 mm extension
pole
386 with hardpoint teeth and 385 can be filed
Strong curved blade with 6 TPI
With steel tube adaptor/handle
Fits all poles: AP-3M, AP-5M and FP-3M
To be used with Ø25 mm extension pole
Blade tip extended into a hook to prevent the blade from slipping out
of the kerf
Striking knife attached to the blade and handle to cut the bark before
sawing through the branch
Prevents bark stripping

Spare parts available

384-6T

For easy reach of higher branches when fitted to Ø25 mm extension
pole
Strong curved blade with 6 TPI
Has fileable teeth
With steel tube adaptor/handle
To be used with a Ø25 mm extension pole
Fits all poles: AP-3M, AP-5 and FP-3M

Spare parts available

Bahco Telescopic poles

1

Bahco telescopic extension poles are available for use with the complete range of Bahco top pruners and pole saws and 3 variants are
available in South Africa.
* 3 Metre Fibreglass - CODE FP-3M (3)

2

* 5 Metre Aluminium - CODE AP 5M (2)
* 3 Metre Aluminium - CODE AP-3M (1)

3

The Fibreglass pole is ideally suited for use where there is a risk of
coming into contact with electricity lines, while the aluminium poles
offer durability.
All poles are easily extended and locked in place with a simple twist on
the sections, supplied with wingnuts for attaching Bahco pole saws.
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Bahco Saws
Bahco has manufactured saws for more than 130 years. Continuous development work, in close co-operation with professional experts, is a
vital ingredient in the quest for developing new and better saws.
All Bahco pruning saws are manufactured in the world’s largest handsaw factory in Bollnäs, Sweden.
Bahco saw teeth are precision ground from tip to gullet, to ensure efficient and successful sawing.
Saws are protected from rust during transportation as they are covered with a protective layer of environmentally friendly plastic.

4212-14-6T

Spare blade item code : 4400-14

Pruning saw for mature and dry wood
Two different blade lengths offered
Replacement blade available
Type

Curved

Overall length

520mm

Blade length

360mm

Tooth thickness

2.0mm

Tooth pitch

6 tpi

Weight

280g

396-Laplander Saw

Spare blade item code : 396-blade

General-purpose folding saw for cutting both green and dry wood,
plastic, bone. etc.
Specially designed for widelife enthusiasts, hunters and campers
XT hardpoint toothing, 7TPI. Blade specially coated for rust protection
and low friction
2-component plastic handle for perfect grip, with leather strap. Safety
lock, locked also when folded
Type

Straight

Overall length

400mm

Blade length

190mm

Tooth thickness

1.2mm

Tooth pitch

7 tpi

Weight

200g
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Bahco Bowsaws
Professional

SE 16-21

For all types of work, especially in building, gardening, farming and
forestry applications
Powder painted steel tube for excellent rust protection
Teeth points high-frequency, heat-induction hardened for long-lasting
performance
Innovative tensioning mechanism for high blade tension (up to 120kg)
and straight cutting
The knuckle protector gives comfort and safety
SE-16-21 with pointed nose for better access in tight areas

Bowsaw information
Economy

Code

Dry wood Blade Green wood
blade

530mm

SE 16-21

SE 51-21

SE 23-21

600mm

SE 15-24

SE 51-24

-

750mm

SE 15-30

SE 51-30

-

900mm

SE 16-36

SE 51-36

-

SE 332-21-51

SE 51-21

SE 23-21

Force
530mm

SPARE BLADES AVAILABLE IN 530, 600, 750 AND 900MM LENGTHS.
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Bahco Hedge Shears
Straight-Blade shears
When only the highest quality hedge shears are required for your
topiary or general hedge trimming work, then look no further than
Bahco professional hedge shears.
Hedge shears that are designed with the user in mind will ensure the
following : Well Balanced, robust and durable, very sharp blades,
buffers to reduce fatigue and injury

Standard P-51
The P51 is a high quality hedge shear for professional use in
parks,vineyards, estates and particularly for topiary art work.
These hedge shears are highy rated and our customers that use them
are convinced they are the best shears available.
Reduced fatigue through superior cutting performance and very
comfortable handling.

P-51-Super Light
The P51-SL are also high quality hedge shears for professional use.
The SL range is fitted with new light weight aluminium handles to
reduce fatigue, while adding strength.
For use in parks,vineyards and estates.
Includes serrations on the one blade for cutting thicker branches.
Reduced fatigue through superior cutting performance and very
comfortable handling.

P-51H-Super light
The P51H-SL has the same stamped and fully hardened blades as the
P51 and P51-SL hedge shears.
The handles are 36cm long for extended reach and cutting range.
When using the P51H-SL with it’s longer handles you can often
eliminate the use of a ladder.

Model

Weight

Blade length

Overall Length

Cutting Ø

P51-F

1085g

250mm

570mm

10mm

P51-SL

990g

570mm

570mm

10mm

P51H-SL

1076g

730mm

730mm

10mm
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lawn shears
Suitable for cutting in shrubs, borders, around trees etc.
Stamped, fully-hardened, double-bevelled blade with black Xylan® coating, straight cutting edge, cutting length 20cm
Less bending with the 90cm long handles of round steel tubes, fitted with comfortable plastic sleeved handles
Centre bolt locking system
Easier access in difficult to reach areas with the horizontal cutting blades
Reduced jolting thanks to the rubber buffers

P75
The P75 edge shears are very handy for cutting lawn edges without
having to bend down or get on your hands and knees.
The blades are fully hardened for longer life and the steel handles are
equipped with comfortable rubber grips.

P74- duck’s foot
Lawn shear for cutting in difficult-to-reach places where lawn mowers
cannot gain access
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Bahco files
sharp-x
Professional tungsten-carbide sharpener to re-sharpen all kind of
blades
Two-component handle for comfortable use
Very secure with two side protections to avoid fingers slipping down to
the cutting edge of the blade
Two carbide edges for easy and long-lasting use

Feather edge
Double edge chain saw file “wasa®”
Use for sharpening saws with straight, fine toothing
Sahpe: Parallel, double conical. Surfaces and edges single cut
Teeth pointed towards the tip of the file
Model

Length

Width

4-272-0-6-30

150mm

16mm

round files
Round chain saw file for sharpening the cutting tooth of the saw chain

Each file supplied is individually packaged
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Bahco Axes
Bahco axes are manufactured in Germany and Italy from high quality carbon steel, hardened and tempered for superior durability.
In line with Cape Agricultural Products desire to stock only products of high quality, we recommend these axes, and have chosen models from
the range that should satisfy your needs.
All wooden handles are secured with a jagged carbon wedge and axes heads over 1kg are secured with an additional metal ring wedge.
The handles are made of high quality Ashwood or USA Hickory for durability. Spare handles are available and these are supplied with a
fixing wedge as well as an instruction card.
On this page you will find a selection of Bahco axes, together with pointers on axes safety and care to ensure your experience of using these
high quality tools is pleasant and safe.

Splitting axes
LS-Merlin 2.5FG
An excellent Bahco product for splitting wood. Are you tired of trying
to split wood with an axe that has been designed for felling trees, or for
general purpose work?
The LS-Merlin splitting axe is our best selling axe and is the solution to
your splitting problems.
It is flat on one side for use as a hammer/maul to drive a wedge, and
the special wedge-shaped head, together with it’s weight, makes it
easier to penetrate and split wood.
The 3 component handle - Polypropylene handle with fibre glass core
and elastomer grip - ensures comfort, safety and long life.
A comfortable non-slip grip on the fibre glass handle offers a soft and
secure grip and the large suspension hole makes the axe easy to hang
when not in use.
If you need a very heavy splitting axe, then the MES-3.5 is the one for
you, with a head that weighs 3.5Kg!
LS-MERLIN-2.5FG - Head : 2,5Kg. Length : 900mm. Total weight : 3,3Kg.
MES-3.5-900FG - Head : 3,5Kg. Length : 900mm. Total weight : 4,3Kg.

SUS 2.0-800
Another excellent axe that has been designed specifically for splitting
wood.
The special wedge shaped head, as well as it’s weight, provide easier
penetration when forcing wood apart.
The head of the axe weighs 2Kg and the length of the axe is 800mm.
Quality ashwood handle secured with a carbon wedge and metal ring
wedge.
SUS-2.0-800 - Head : 2Kg. Length : 800mm. Total weight : 2,4Kg.
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camping axes

with curved ash handle

Bahco hatchets are lightweight axes with a short handle which makes
them easy to carry around and they can even be used indoors.
The hatchets are ideally suited to situations where alien vegetation
has to be cleared, due to it’s light weight. It is also ideal for chopping/
splitting wood for your braai [BBQ] or fireplace.
The head is fixed to the handle with a plastic wedge.
Head weights range from 600g to 1Kg and the ashwood handle lengths
range from 360mm to 400mm.
HGPS-0.6-360 - Head : 600g. Length : 360mm. Total weight : 785g.
HGPS-0.8-380 - Head : 800g. Length : 380mm. Total weight : 1Kg.
HGPS-1.0-400 - Head : 1,0Kg. Length : 400mm. Total weight : 1,285Kg.

hatchets

felling axes
Felling Axes are heavier axes with longer handles and a thin edge, to cut easily into the wood when felling trees.
These axes have head weights that range between 1.6Kg and 1,8Kg and
the curved ashwood handles range from 600 - 800mm in length.
Handles are secured to the head with a carbon fibre wedge as well as a
metal ring wedge, and are replaceable.
FGS-1.6-810 - Head : 1,6Kg. Length : 800mm. Total weight : 2,2Kg.
FGS-1.8-810 - Head : 1,8Kg. Length : 800mm. Total weight : 2,4Kg.

This axe is a flare-headed felling axe with a long, straight handle
enabling a long swing and deep cut.
The 3 component handle - Polypropylene handle with fibre glass core
and elastomer grip - ensures comfort, safety and long life.
A large hole at the end of the handle makes the axe easy to hang when
not in use.
FFSS-1.5-900FG - Head : 1,5Kg. Length : 900mm. Total weight : 2,4Kg.
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Camping axe
This is a general purpose axe for lighter applications, with the reverse
side of the head suitable for use as a hammer.
It is ideal for 4 x 4 enthusiasts, camping trips and general light-duty use
around the house.
The straight, three component handle with non-slip grip is a new
modification to this model. The handle is polypropylene with an
elastomer grip and fibreglass core.
This new handle design gives comfort, safety and long life.
HFGPS-0.7-400FG - Head : 700g. Length : 430mm. Total weight : 950g

Hatchet hammer
Also known as a plasterer’s hatchet this small hatchet is ideal for
camping trips and light duty work when making a fire.
Ideal item to keep in your outdoor kit or 4x4 vehicle.
The tubular steel shaft, has a comfortable rubber handle.
It has an anti-slip striking face and a nail puller incorporated into the
blade.
GS certification mark means the tool meets German technical safety
requirements.
494-600 - Head : 400g. Length : 315mm. Total weight : 845g.

Splitting Wedges
W-s-2.0 twisted

Splitting Wedges, when used together with a maul or sledge hammer
are used for splitting very hard and thick wood.
As described above, DO NOT try to hit the wedge in with the back of a
normal axe as this will damage the axe.
The traditional steel wedge [see left], can be used. Also available is a
twisted steel wedge of 2Kg which is for easy splitting of hard-to-work
types of wood, needing little force to drive it in.

w-t-2.0 twisted

calipers
2800 - 320mm
2802 - 500mm
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Bahco KNIVES
Bahco has an extensive range of bypass loppers, all with different features and benefits, ranging from one of the smallest, lightest loppers you
can find, right up to the P19-80 lopper, which is in a class of it’s own. Listed below are various loppers that Cape Agricultural Products supplies
to markets in South Africa and neighbouring countries :

2444
Robust knife with a solid stainless steel blade for multipurpose use
Bi-material handle for comfort in use
Supplied with a practical sheath for belt carrying

1446
Robust knife with a solid stainless steel blade for multipurpose use
Single component handle for comfort in use and a safe grip
Overall product length 220 mm, blade length 100 mm
Supplied with a practical sheath for belt carrying

2449

Heavy-duty product made from impact-resistant PPE with a blade
hardened to 58-61 HRC for a long-lasting edge
Impact-resistant PPE blade 100 mm long which can be struck with a
hammer on the back edge and 100 mm long blade which increases the
striking area - 4 mm thick blade
Comfortable two-component heavy-duty hammer impact-resistant
handle
Extra finger protection from the curved knuckle guard which can also
be used for leverage
Protective holster with button clip, compatible with workwear

P-20
High-quality pruning knife for pruning of very delicate trees such as
peach
Also used for pruning young trees in nurseries and for thinning out fruit
branches
Special hook design of the folding blade and plastic cover for
comfortable grip
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